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The coolish and cloudy weather made this meet a lot more fun. Our first event on this map since four ball
fields were built showed enough area remains for a small orange course. Ludwig has honed map details, but
we might want to consider having an official sprint map made from scratch of this city park if we want higher
quality.

Remember-O saw its Tucson debut. Created by Alan Hubsch of LAOC, orienteers took their map but not
their control cards out on the course, returning to the start to record control codes found. Among people
finding all 25 controls, one person returned 4 times to record while one recorded all in a mighty effort after
finding them all.  Creating a sentence using the code as the initial letter in each word and using the “C is for
cat” approach for each control were memory techniques used. Amazingly, only two controls of all recorded
were wrong. Sorry about the misplacement of #18. I was very gratified to see how much fun people had with
this style course. It’s perfect for small areas with a lot of features. The Memory-O controls are stored with the
regular controls for anyone who would like to add this style course on to an event.

Lincoln Park is used by many walkers and is surrounded by an active neighborhood association. Next
Lincoln Park event, let’s use advance publicity to draw people from the neighborhood to the event.

This meet’s saint was Nancy Coker: she contacted me in advance to volunteer, worked registration, ran both
courses and retrieved controls. All hail Nancy! Thanks also to my friend Ron Gardner for working
registration and Ludwig Hill, Jeff Brucker and Cute Mike, and Jeff Brodsky for retrieving controls. Many
hands made light work and we were out of the park by 10 a.m. as the cloud cover evaporated.

Results

Orange Course - 2.3K Time

Jordan Laughlin 17 min

Ludwig Hill 25 min

Jonathan Rickel 28 min

Nancy Coker 30 min

Don Fallis 31 min

Jeff Brucker and Cute Mike (team)  32 min

John Pascal 33 min

Jeff Brodsky 35 min

Kay Matthiessen 87 min

Kim Lurie REC
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Margrit McIntosh REC

Claudia Rickel REC

Remember-O Course Score*

Jordan Laughlin 116

Ludwig Hill 106

Don Fallis 100

John Pascal  88

Nancy Coker  85

Jeff Brodsky  82

Jonathan Rickel  77

Jeff Brucker and Cute Mike (team)  73 tie

Claudia Rickel  73 tie

*Score formula = (controls x 2) + (100 – time) .
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